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.Auf der von den Herren M. Eichler (Basel) und H. Klingen
(Freiburg) geleiteten Tagung wurden neue'Result~te'aus der
Theorie der Modulformen und Funktionen i~ mehreren Variablen
und dem damit zusammenhängenden Problemkreis behande~t•..
Die Vorträge befassten sich unter anderem' mi t folgenden 'Th:e~e~: :'

Zetafunktionen,welche den Modulgruppen und den Darstellungen
von SLn und GLn zugeordnet sind,Darstellungstheorie' dies~r
Gruppen überhaupt,Basen der Scharen der Modul- bzw. Spitzen~~. __
formen gegebenen Gewichts,Singularitäten und,topologische 9tr~tur

von Modulmannig~altig~eiten,Strukturvon Körpern von ~odulf~tionen,

Kurven auf Hilbertschen Modulflächen und zahlentheoretische
Anwendungen.der geometrisch-algebraischen Sätze der Theörie~
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Vortragsauszüge
(In chronologischer Reihenfolge.)

I. I. PJATETSKI-SHAPIRO
domains.

ClaS8ification cf bounded homogeneous

The classification 'of bounded homogeneous domains 18 based on
a one-to-one correspondence between the set of these domains and
a special class of real Lie algebras.A detailed exposition i8 in
t-he authorts book -UAut'omorphic functions and the ge~metry cf
classical domains." (Gardon & Breach,New York,London,Pari~ 1969).

H.COREN : Modular forms in two variables in relation to
Shimura's theorem on forms of half integral weight.

Let K be areal quadratic field'of discriminant D , 11c the
ring cf integers"and b the different.For anymodular ~orm

f L a(n)· qn E. Sk(ro (N), 'X) ,where k i8 an integer
n2:1

~ 3 ,set
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Theorem. ~ is a Hilbert modular' form cf weight k and

character xoNK/~ on a certain congruence subgroup of SL2(CK)

of level.dividiD? 2N/(4,N,D) •
The proof uses in an e~.sential way the theorem of Shimura on

forms of half integral weight and a combinatorial characteri
zation of Hilbert modular forms using forms in one variable
and normal derivatives.

H. SAlTO On lifting of automorphic forms.

Let F be a totally real algebraic. number'.field which satlsfies
the following conditions : i) F/~ is a prime cyclic extension
cf degree 1 .ii) -[E:E'+] = 21 (E = group cf units cf F and
E+ = totally positive units) and the class number cf Fequals one.
iii) Fis, tamely rami~ie~ ov~r ~ •
Let n be the maximal order of F and r be the subgroup of GL2 (O)
consisting' cf elements with tota1ly positive determinants. .

. Let RF be the Hecke ring over F.Then RF acta on the space' of
Hilbert cusp forms Sk(r).Fixing the embedding of F into R and
a gener~t_Qr y <;>f Gal(F/~),we can define a linear ·operator.T.

v
._

of Sk(r) •.Using this Ty and the action cf R:r,a subspace SSk(r)

of Sk(r) can be defined,which i8 stable under the action of RF
and can be. seen as RF-module.By.the condition on F,the con
ductor cf p/Q is a prime q =: 1 (mod 1), and there are 1-1

characters "Xi (i::= 1•••1-1) cf order 1 .We can make RtQ act
on the spaces. of cusp fonns Sk(SL2 (a» and Sk(ro(q), -Xi) •

On the other hand we can define a homo~orphism A : RF ~ R~',

and by this A,these spaces may be seen as Rp-modules.

By compar~~ .the modules we.obtain the
Theorem: If k ~ 4 , then:

SSk(rr z S~(S~2(a})(±) S· (as RF-modules)
t~ Sk(rr} (q )-~ X~) ~ S +~ S
1 .

Similar results can be proved for the cases of higher levels •
..The theorem is a generalization' and a refinement of Doi 

Nagunama's result'on lifting of automorphic forms for quad
ratic extensions F/~
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J. GROSCHE : tlber Fundamentalgruppen von Quotie:n.tenräumen
Hilbert-Siegelscher Modulgruppen.

Let K be a totally real number field of degree m, n its ring
of integers and r(n,K,q) the principal congruence subgroup cf

level q in the Hilbert-Siegel modular group.Congruence sub
graups are denot~d by 6.L~t ·Hn,'be··the Siegel half plane,and

~ the extension,of Hn
m ,such that ~m/6 i8 the compacti

fication ,af ~m/A .The problem is to determine the fundamental

groups Tr(~m/A) and Tr(Hnm/A) • e
~eoreJll: Let Af ,resp. 6f 'be the Bubgroups of 6,generated by

the ~leaents ,of A ,which have a f~xed point (f.p.) on ~m ,
- ';::::-m.

resp. ~m. Then .n(~m/A) ~ 6/Af and TT(~ /~).~ b/~f

AB ~ application of the theorem some fundamental groups
(compact and noncompact cases) were computed.

K. SBIH Conjugations of arithmetic automorphic' function
fields

A theorem due to Da! and llaganuma states that the conjugation.
of a S~ura curve isa Shimura curve.The talk dealt with
the ~gb.erdimensional genera1ization of their reeult.
The main reeult 18 the following : The. conjugation of a
Shimura canonical system of models is again a canoni9al
system of .odels.

v. L. BAlLY : Special arithmetic ßloups and Eisenstein series. 4It
In seeking for "natural" arlthmetic groups,ve are led to con-
slder special arithmetic Bubgroups of a simply-connected semi
simple ~-group G,which in the case of G being ass.ociated with
a rational tube domain have a direct relation with Eisen8tein
serles.!hen these E-series are automorphic forms for the special
aritbmetic group r ~generate the f1eld of'automorphic functions
for a (possibly) larger disc~ete sub~oup r# of Hol(~) (T =
the tube domain) normalizlng r ,and have Fourier expansions
with rational Fourier coefficients.lt may be conjectured on
the basis of results cf Siegel,Maaß,Karel et al.,that the
coe~ficients of one such E-series have bounded·denominator.
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The main result of the talk was that in many cases,including
. all these where GR operat~s on a tube domain,there are only
finitely many classes :of special arithmetic graups with respect
to ~-rational auter automorphis~s.It would be interesting to
consider arithmetic and,possibly,moduli problems in connection
wi'th this set-up.

H. L. RESNIKOFF : Singular automorphic forms.

Denote the ~-linear space cf Siegelts modular forms of rank s
and weight w by (rs.W),and let ~:(rs'w) --, (rs _1 'w) denote
Siegelte t-operator. f E (rs'w) iso a cusp form i1" f E Ke! tl .•
Let Y denote the open cone cf positive SxS matrices and Y. its
clo~ure.lf (rs'w) 3 fez) = La(n)exp(iTTtr(nz» ,then ~ is.,

cusp .~. n ~ a(n) i8 supported on Y.There i8 a comp~~~e~~ary

ccncept: f E (rs'w) is a singular form if- n~ a(n) 'ia sup~

ported on Y-Y.
Theorem 1 : If f E (rs,w),then f 1's singular<=> w E {~IOSr<s,rEal.

~t follows that ~: (rs'~) -+ .(r
S

- 1,~) is injective if s > r ;
~ -. - .

there are no eusp forms of "singular weights l1 .Consequently·

••• (rs ,,> c. (r8-1 ,~) c •• '.c (rr'~) is adescending sequence

of finite .dimensional vector spaces.Hence

3 Bo(r) : s > So =:} (rs'~) ~ (rs (r)'~) •
. 0

Theorem 2 : If s > r,then a basis for (rs'~) i8 given by the

theta functions e (z,S) = L exp(imr(zN'SN) where S runs
. NEJS~r .

through a complete set of ~,epresentat'ives 9f ·the unimodular

3quivalence classea of positive symmetrie even integral mat
rices of rank r and determinant one.
(Proved by the author for s ~ 2r; 8ubsequen~ly by E. Freitag
for s > r )
Q2!::. s > r anQ. 8 1r ~ (rs ,~) = { 0 } •

Q2!::. s > ~ and r = 8k ~dim~(r8t4k) class number of the

quadratic forms whose matriees S are described in the theorem.
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E. FREITAG : Der Körper der Siegelsehen Modulfunktionen.

Let K ~ ~ be an algebraic ~unction field of.transcertdental
degree N.A rational differential form of degree v over K

is an alternating expression

An irreducible algebraic variety X together with an iso~orph1sm

K ~ K(X) 1s called model of K.The form W 18 called regular,
if it i8 holomorphic on the'regular locus Xreg ~f everymodel.
With ~(K) we denote the dimension of the space of all ~egular

v-forms over K.
Theore~. Let K(rn ) be the field of all Siegel modular functions.

Then gN-1 (K(rn » > 0 if n == 1 (mod 8) and n , 9 ; we have

put N = i(n(n + 1» •

.~ K(rn ) 1s not generally rational.
The proof uses the construction of rn-invariant holomorphic
alternat1ng {N-1)-forms on the Siegel half plane,which involves

subdeterm1nants of the matrix { 1a . v = ~

6 - (ö) ö - (e · ~ e - 1 J.- \11-1'.' VJ..l - VJ.l l» Z \11-1 - "JIr 'V r Jl
\11-1 ~

Such subdeterminants have been used'by Gärding (Ann.math. 1947).
By means of these differential operators one also obtains an
new access to the theory of singular modular forms.All results
given in the talk cf H. Resnikoff can also be derived within
the framework of this theory.

M. OZEKI : Basis problem for modular forms and related topics •

Let L 1?e a positive definite even integral lattice.We use the
symbol [x1.~.~] to' denote the matrix whose elements are given
by (xi,xj),where ( , ) means the metric o~ L (xi E L,1S i,j sn).
The theta series·attached to L i6 defined as

.6n (z,L) =) . exp(iTTtr([x1...~]z)) (z E ~)
~1' ••~ E L

Let r be a~subgroup of finite index in rn (Siegel modular
group cf degree n).We denote by Mr/2(r,v) the space of·modular

~orms with group r ,weight ~ and multiplier system v.

•

----_._---------------~----
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Basis problem: Is Mr / 2(r,v) spanned by theta-series 6n (z,L),

where L runs through some suitable lattices ?
Theorem .: Mk (r2) is spanned by thet.a-series ~(z,L) ,where

the L are lattices of determinant one § k::: 0 (mod 4) •

Related to this result is the problem of distinguishing thet~

series attached to two different lattices .of ~he same genus.

u. CHRISTIAN : Berechnung des Ranges der Schar der Spitzen
formen zur Modulgruppe zweiten Grades und Stufe 9 > 2 •e The talk gavean exposit1.on of the author's paper mentioned
above which was published in J. reine angew. Math. 277,
130 - 154 (1975) •

. W. QUAAS : Berechnun~ eines Integrals,das bei der Bestimmun~

des Ranges der Schar der Siegelschen Modulformen auftritt.
The computation of the dimension of the space of all Siegel
modular forms of degre~ n and level q can be reduced to the'
computation of thedimensions for the spaces of cusp forms
of all degrees s n .Cusp forms satisfy an integral equation
which has as kernel a Poincare series.From ·this integral
equation results an integral f?rmula for the dimension of
the space of cusp forms.The evaluation of this integral em
plays Christian's reduc~ion theory for.symplectic matrices.
Ta use this theory,the principal congruence group is split
up in disjunct classes according to the behaviour of the
characteristic polyno~ial an~ a rank condition.The talk
presented the evaluation of the integral for- the class

G'2 = {11 E r(3,qll X(M) = (x-1)6 ,rank(M-E) = 1 },where q~3

J.-I. IGUSA : Higher degree forms and Eisenstein Beries.

In the th~ory. of quadratic forms we ~alk about theta series,
Eisenstein series,zeta functions,etc. associated with quad
·ratic forms.Does there exist a similar theory if we replace
quadratic forms by higher degree forms ? More specifically,
does there exist a generalizatian of the "Siegel formula"?
If we use adelic langua~e (as in Weilts acta papers),then it
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i8 perfectly easy to associate the above-mentioned series and
fun~tions to any higher degree form ; and the first major
difficulty came from the proof of the convergence of the new
types of Eisenstein series.Concerning this'problem we now have
criteria for the validity of a certain-PoissQn formula {not
only for the convergence)jthe Poiason formula becomes the
Siegel formula if the given form.,ia quadratic.The criteria

. .

'permit USo to reproduce known cases and to treat new cases,
e. g.,the case of "FreudenthaI quartics".Finally in the oase
where the given form i8 "strongly non-degeneratell,then the
Eisensteln series behaves similarly as the classical Eisen- ~
'stein series (aB the variable approaches rational boundary
points); and the relation between this property and the

. Dickson-Artin conjecture is mentioned.

D. ZAGIER : Curves on Hilbert modular surfaces •

.Let X = H2/SL2{~) be the Hiibert modular surface associated
to areal quadratic field K of discriminant D.A skew-hermitian
matrix is.A E M2(~) such that t A = -A' (where 'denotes the
conjugation cf K/~).To A we associate the curve

P(A) = ((zl'z2) E U2 f t(~2)A(~1)= 0 } .Since p(nA) = P(A) (nE IN)

ve can assume A primitive (i.e. ~A , M2(~) for n>1).For an
integer N > O,the union of the curves F(A) for all primitive
skew-hermitian matrices A with detA = N i8 invariant under
SL2(~) and .so determines a (possibly reducible) curve FN on X.
!he curve FR 1s non-empty iff N =lA'(mod D) for some 1 E ~ ,
and is non-compact iff N = Al'for some 1 E K .Each component
of p. has the form u/r (r= units of an order i~ some quater- 4It
nion algebra).Usi.ng results of Shimura one can determine the
number of components (typically apower of 2).~11 intersecti~ns

of FN,'FM are transversal(in particular,FN has at most multiple
points as singularities.) and FN and FM can meet only if there'
18 a x E ~ with x~< 4:NM and x2 ;: 4NM (..mod D).Finally,the way,
FN passes through the resolutions of the cusps cf X i8 described
completely in terms of the representations of N by reduced
binary'quadratic forms of discriminant D •
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One cän use the FNto determine the type of X in Kodaira's
"rough"classification fl ofregular algebraic surfaces into four
types; X is of general" type for all but.32 values of D.The
curves F1 ,F2 ,F3,F4 and (if D = 0 (mod 3) Fg ~e exceptional
eurves on Yen) =-minimal desingularisation of X v{cusps} •
Conjecture : The surfaee obtained from Yen) by blowing down
these curves (and the.~iliptie fixed-point resolutions they
meet) 18 minimal.
Finally,one·can study the intersection of the curves FN (or rather
TB ,the-.curve obtain~d by dropping the eondition _of primitivity

. in the clefinition of FN).These intersection numbers are fin! te_
~ums of class numbers.of definite.binary quadratic forms~

Theorem For n prime and ?CE H2(X) ,the function
Q)

CPX(z) = -t c1'X + 'L (-X. TN)exp(21TiNz) (z EH) ,"
\ N=1

( c~ = 1st ehern elass of X) 18 a modular form cf we1ght 2

and character (~) on the group r" (D). . , .

The map X ....... ~~ frC?m H2(X) to M2(ro(D),t~) seems to be.the
dual map (with respect to Poincar6- duality and the .. Peterson
product) ofthe Doi-Naganuma lifting s2(r 6 (D). (~» ~ S2 (SL2 (OK» •

G. VAK DER GEER : Classification cf Hilbert modular surfaces
associated to principal. congruence sUbgrOUp8 and questions
of relative miriimality.

Let Y±(U) be t~e H1lbert modular surface associated to the

principal congruence subgroup r(U).Such ~ aurface ·can be classi
fied accord1ng to the rough classlfication of Kodaira~If y+
(+. me~~ p~oduct.of two upper ~alf planes) i~ not rationa~,

one might aak for a minimal model •.Consideration of the s~

faces cf special type leads to t~~ following
Conjecture : If D (= discriminant of the quadratic field) ~13,

N(U) ~ 5 ,then. y(u) 18 minimal.
Por a proof in'many special cases,one first observes that
every non-singular rational curve has at least three points
in common with the curves coming from the resolutions.Further,
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one can attach integers b (I) to a eonfiguration of eurves Ir
such that the m-th pluri-genus Pm(X) is S brei) if 1 oceurs
on X. The assumption. that y(~) is not minimal leads to. new .eon
figurations I by blowing down,such that P (y) > br (l),contradiction •

." g

u. KARRAS : On deformations of euep singularities of Hilbert
modlrlar surfaces.

An isolated singularity (X,p) is rigid if every flat family
(Xt),tEB,which contains Xis- locally trivia~ in the sense"that
the total space Y = Xt is locally. a product X XB •Equivalently • e
every s~ficiently near deformation Xt of X is isomorphie to X.
A singularity of this type must therefore be a "generic" member
cf any family whieh eontains it.
Theorem: (Freitag-Klehl) Cusp singularities of dimension ~ 3

are rigid.
Theorem: Let (s,p) be a two-dimensional eusp singularity with
minimal resolution TI : M -+ S .Let Adenote the excepticnal
set n-1 (p).Then the simple eIliptic singularities of degree
d = -A"A are Ioeal deformations of (S,p).
The proof uses a. deformation of the resolution "smoothing"

the singular points of A.-There- results a regular one-parameter
family- (Mt) of_ strictly pseudoconvex non-singular complex
surfaces with dim~H1(M;'~t) = const. such that Mo is a minimal

resolution of (S,p) and the exceptional sets At cf Mt,tIO,are
non-singular elliptie curves with At-At = A"A.• The family can
be blown down to ade-formation of (S,p).
The second .. part of the talk ~ealt with cusp singularities
which are complete intersec"tions. Their defining equations can e
be computed and description be given of their semi-univers"al
deformations.lt turns out that all loeal deformations of a
cusp (S,p) being a complete intersection are determined by
subgraphs of the IIDynkin diagram" associated to (S,p).

Wo F 0 HAJf1MOND: ehern numbers of modular surfaees.

The author reported on a pape~ which will appear in the Journal
of the Landon Mathematical society.
It eoncerns "Hirzebruch proportionality" for properly diseon-
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tinous groups aeting on 2-dimensianal bounded symmetrie
domains with finite quotient volume in the ease where the
action has at most isolated fixed points.
The author noted that ~ofessor D. Mumford had informed him
privately of his result of the same nature for neat arithmetie
groups.

H. COHN Use of formal sertes in describing eusp singularities.

It bee~e elear several years ago that some form of'number
theory was being used to compute the formal series of the >
Ioeal> ring of eusp ~ingularities of Hilbert modular forms •. :
In 1972 the author published a paper deseribing>the number
theoretic manipulations by "support polygons" and followed
this by a paper eomputing some of the Ioeal rings in 1976.
The present talk eonsiders the possibility of a "support
polyhedron" for modular functions in three variables~ The
contrast between two and three dimensions presents certain
peeuliarities.ln two dimensions every support polygon decom
poses into unimodular. sections connected by incidence numbers
which are essentially freely prescribed.ln three dimensions
there are not necessarily unimodular solid ~gles (it r~quires

concave subdivisions to accomplish ~imOdularity).E~enso,
when the incidence numbers are prescribed,they must"obey' a
monodromy relation for embedding.Yet not every periodic
structure leads to a cusp singularity.Finally,the periodic
structure in two dimensions ,is convex; the eonvexit~ makes
for identities involving class number.The periodic structure
in three dimensions 18 "flat lJ on the average.

L. J. GOLDSTEIN ": Zeta functions and EichIer integrals.

Let r(f) be the principal congruence subgroupof SL2 (Z) of
level f ,n = 2m > O~ P E m[z],deg(p) = n;if y E r(f),set

pY(z) = j(y,z)np(yz) .Let be h ~ Mn+2(r(f» (automorphic ~crms

cf weight n+2 ~ith respeet to r(f) ) and define
Z

J( h(u)p(u) )du
Zo
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Further,let H(z) be an Eichl~r integral associated' to h(z),
and let S(y,z) be its period polynomial under the action of
y E r{f).Finally,set
S (y , z) = (1, z, ••• , zn) S (y) , p (z) = (1, z, ••• ', zn) P and let

Pn E SLn+1(~) be such that

( ,n n-1 n-1 n) t( n n-1 n)
~.,TU , ••• ,v u,v-- Pn ' ~ ,wz , ••• ,w

Theorem. Assume that pY = P .Then
Gp(YZ) = Gp(Z) + n!tp p;1 S(y) •

The theorem was applied to give an explicit formula for the
value of the zeta function of a ray clasB 1 mod f at the
integer 1-k (k=1,2 ••• ) in the case of areal quadratic· field.
The formula immediately yields. the fact that this value i8
rational.

J. I. PJATETSKI-SHAPIRO : Zeta-functions ror ad~le groups.

The classical Eichler-Shimura theorem shows that Hasse-Weil
zeta-functions of modular curves are esse!1tially Jacquet
Langlands zeta-functions for GL2 •
We can conjecture that Hasse-Weil zeta-functions for arbitrary
algebrai,c varieties can be expressed by zeta-functions of
cusp forms on ad~le graups.
The talk was devated to zeta-functions for GLn ,which will
be the subject of a forthcoming paper of Jacquet,Shalika and
the author.·

M. E. NOVODVORSKY

forms.
Zeta-functions assoclated to automorphic

The direct part of Hecke theory ~or ap11t orthogonal graups
over,global fields was discussed.The de~inition cf L-functions
was baaed on Whittaker functions corresponding to the charac
tera of some subgroups including non-unipote~t ones; the
uniquenesB theorem. for these Whittaker models provides Euler
decompositions of the corresponding zeta-functions.Mero
morphic continuations and functional equations- are .obtained
with the help of P01BBon summation similarly to the case
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cf GLn .In seme cases Eisenstein series are necessary.The
results (and the difficulties) cf the theory are very similar
te these of the n~tit+~d preprint" cf Jacquet and Shalika

-,for GLn _ •

M. L. KABEL : Functional eguations of"p-adie Whittaker functions.
" ,

The talk gave areport on joint work of t~e author and
W. Casselman.
The Four~er coefficients cf Eisenstein ser1es on a rational "
tube domain have Euler product expansions,and we can consider
the Euler ~~ctors as functions. cf the weight.~he main :r:eB~t'

18 the existenee of-a funetional equation for each cf these'. .
functio~,the Ioeal singular series.
To prove this,we observe that thelocal ~ingular" s'erles are .
essentially p-adic Wh1ttaker:functions W attached to spherical
principal series representations PS( X) induced from :,a~""certain

max1 mal'parabolie ~-subgroup of a reductive'~-group G.Tha~·_~

is,W transforms under_right translation by ele~e~nts 'cf .the·:~·~

unipotent radical N of P according to a· charaeter on -N ..The :.
crucial point 1s to show ~hat,up to sealar multiple~there'-is'
only one operator whieh intertwines PS( A ) -with the space' .. '
of Whittaker.f~ctions.

I. SATAXE Symmetrie' domains arid Jordan-tripla systems~.

..... -.

. .
Let D be a. symmetri~ doma1n,p E b ,and ?oo' ,8. ncli~p~". of D ~

Put ~ = Lle(Hol(n»)~·Ä·(resp. '2T) = Lie(stab. of-p;(resp~ ~pJ').

Then t.here exist unique elements Z and X: in ~ dl (r~sp·.~·.'~:·;= "~J., )

such that the standard decomposit10n . " '.!'m = 1+.+ ~t + ~_ (resp~ 1r = 'ao + V + U~)'~' _" _

18 the eigenspace de~ompo~itionwith respec~ to.adz·(r~~~. "adX
:tor ~igenvalues 1,0,-1 (reep. 0,1 ;2).Let V+ be the ·i-elge~-:."

space of 2adZo in VI where. Zo = ('o-p~t of Z)~Then, -

V'=: U~+V+ with {z,z~z"} = ~"[[z, e z' ],Z~/] (e = Cartan.in-Y0lution)

1s a positive definite hermitian Jordan triple.system,and
e (U-part of 2Z) 1s a principal idempotent element.Mo~eover,
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•
TI with uu {u,etu'} is a formally real Jordan algebra (cor-

responding to a self-dual cone J1) and H(vtv') = {v,v~e} i8

an Jl., -he:nnitian map defining a Siegel domain expression cf 1) •

In a dual expression, 2R : u ~ uoelV (ZDZ': z"~ {z,z~z"}+.
is a Jordan algebra repres.entattcn of U on V+ satisfying

,..J

(1:) ~(H(Vtv' )tu) = 'e(v,R(u)v') (v,v'E V+,u' E Ut I("trace form cf V')
( .. ~) R(Hv, v' ) )R(u).v = R(H(v ,R{u-).v' »v

Theorem. The categories· of the following four kinds of objects

with suitabl~ morphisms are eq:u-ivalent.

(a) (l>,P,Pm ) ,- <-b) <"Z,X) , e
( c) (V , e ) t ( d ). (u. , 2R ) •

(this iso essentlally due to Loos.)
Remark 1 A Siegel d'omairi defi~ed by (U ,.V, J),~H) i8 symmetrie iff

il JL'is self-dual

ii) There: exists a Jordan algebra representation 2R sat~sfying (~)

iii).- (*~) holds.•

(Thif) was obtaine.d independently by Dorfmeister. )
Remark 2 Siegel domains satisfying only i),i1). can easily.be

classified·.{cf. 'the 'author's paper in Nagoya Math. J. )-

The above theorem can be def"ined to "over ~n-,which gives a

description- of (Q-forms of, with a ~-rational cusp in terms

o:f Jordan- algebras over a.totally real number ffeld and their

re.presentations (cf. the author I s paper to -appear in Proc •.
of Takagi Sym. in Kyo-to ).

A. A. TERRAS : Non-analvtic modular farms and applications
" to number theory.

We con'sider Eisenstein se-ries- ror GLn (CK) ,.K .any number. field.

but res.trict 'ourseIves to the simplest case, which is E.ps.tein I s
ze.ta' function.

I.Fourier expansions (invo-lving K~Bessel functions) lead to
a formula for hR (h=class numbertR=regulator).
Ref. Acta Arit •. (3 papers) and Durham L-function Symposium._

Notation :- [K:Cb]=m,x...... x{j) conjugations of K,.j=1 •• r real •

.". ~1 , j=-1 ••• r
j=r+1 ••r+r'. complex, e .. =. , b = different.

J - ,j=r+1 ••• r+r'

d =ldiscriminant\,w = 1t{rcots cf 1-l,CK(s) Dedekind zeta. function
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~(Ot) =)NG
.(,-/4Jl

,Ms(z) = K~(z) +2z gzKs(Z)

, m \r::" s s r r"
A = 2.-r TT:-'2 V d , AK(s) A r(2') res) · 'K(s),

CD

! ltS-1exp(..1z(t~») dt
- 2 2 t·

(1) ~ - r+r' ( .)
Me s(2ne1'u ,) 1T Ke s(2ne j ,u J I) •
T J=2 T

. ,8-1 ~ 8-·1
Theorem. (2-s)i1 K(S-1)+si1 K(s) = _2r+rd~ ~INUI-'-&1_s(U6)TS~1(u).

~ -f .
Cor. K totally real =>' O~uE6 - . -:

hR = 4(2Tr)-md'K(2)-23-md~·"E"lu(1)t 6"'-1 (uö")exp(-:-2nf/u(1 h:"~ lu~m)1))
OI~E6-1

The proof makes use o'f Fourier' expansions of, the Epsteill .zeta
~function8 z: (p,~) •.

11. Bere K=~, Z ~(p,s) ~. Z(p,s) (p pos'itive def. nxn),:·.mp'-· == min p[x] ,
_ n . '. .' . x~ Z'{o)

~(p,s) = n-sr(s)z (~,s),and considering an expansion of thesen '-' n. -,'
fun~tions lnvolving Incomplete gamma fU:Jlctio~s 'one, obtains', '
Theorem. u ~E (0,1),P ~o ~ith lPI=1, mp or ~:-1 .., S 2~~ ::}'

" . .p., ... ~

zn.(P,T) > 0 i-f~ n large (depende~t on u).,and th~p the Riemann

hypothesis is false for Z (p,s).
The·"theorem,together withnan express~on ior AK(s) proved by"

Hecke "(Werke p~198) leads to a new proof of a resuIt on'the
minima -of quadrati'c forms·.

L.-CH. TSAO Sat~ated subg~oups of modular groups.
. ,

Let r be an arithmetic subgroup of the holomorphic automorphiam
group of ~ rational tube domain,F(r) be the field'of a~t6mo~
phic functiona ,and E(r) be' the' subfield-' of F(r) generate"d by
Eisenstein series.For Si~gel·'s upper half pl~'e~:tH~rmitJia:n"':'

upper-half planes 'and exceptional tube domains;one"can'deter
mine the degree [F(r):E(r») for principal congruence subgroups

~.' The talk also a.nswe~eci (sömetimes partlaily) 'th~' foilowirig
more general question: 'In the-~ set of all arithmetic 8ubgroups
of a given modUlar group (of pne of'the above three types of
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tube domains),partially ordered by inclusion,does there exist
a cofinal family of saturated subgroups ? (An arithmetic sub
group r is saturated iff ~(r) = F(r) .)

A. NOBS : Exceptional representations of GL2(~)':'

Let K be a non-archimedean locally-compact field with residue
field Fq ,of charac:teri:.:itic p ,and K: bea closure of K •

Langlands conjec.tured that there ~xists a one-tc-one cor
respondence between the representaticns of de.gree two ~f

Gal(i!K) and the admis.sible representations öf GL2 (K) • e
Thi's conjecture was- proved, by Jacquet and Langlands (Springer
Lecture Note. 114) .for P F 2.It 18 at.ill a conjecture' ~.f p = 2.

In the special case K.= ~2 ,A. Weil (Exercises dyadiques)
gave a complete description of all irreducible repres,entatlons

of degre~ 2 of Gal(K/K). (f = '22}•. (He has also desc.ribed the
exceptlonal repreaentations,i.e.,those representations which
are not· Induced from a character of a subgroup of index 2

in Gal(i2/~2).) As an approach to: the cl~ssification of the
adm1salble representatisns of GL2(~2),the author gave a com
pletedescription of al~ irreducible re.presentations of
GL2(212).If one decom:p-oaes the'Weil representations attached
to binary quadratic fo~s,one finds all but 58 o~ the prim~-

, tive' 'represe~tations' of GL2(~.>.These 58 exceptional "repre
sentations were constr":lcted by the usa of te~sor products.

T. YAMAZAKI ~ On the zeta functioD' cf a. stronglY non
degenera~e form'.

Let- f'be a homogeneous polynomial of degree m in n variables
vith eoefficients- 11:1 an algebra:lc' number field:._To any such
form f ,.we can attach ,a ze-ta f~ction by an adelie integral.
If f. 18 strongly non-degenerate,lt follows from the. Weil
conjecture. pr~ved by De11gnethat this. integral .conve~ges

abs·olutely in a h~lf plane •Applying 19usa-t s Polason formula.

the author showed that this zeta·function satiafies a func
tionf:ll equatlon.He also determined the residues at s = 0-

and B= 1.
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.,
P. GERARDIN : Local representations.

I. Let .e. be a gröaencharacter of a Galois extension E of
degree n cf a gl~bal field K ; then for each place v_cf K, e
definea a character €>v of E; where Ev = E ~Ky .lf each com
ponent ~ of Ev 1s tame~1 r~fied,then ev defines a repre
sentation of G~(Ky) when 'a~,~ i8 in general position with
respect to the Galois group.lt 18 expected that the L funct10n
and thee factor corresponding to that representation are
those de'fined by Langlands relat1vely to ey,and,if the hypo

thesis 18 ~atlsfied for all y~that ~Yev ,oceurs in.the s~ace

of cusp-forms of G~(KiA) • ,

~I. More. 'generally,we can associate to each character €lv cf
a maxima] torus !v of a reductive group Gv ' over aloeat. field

Ky a representation Y~ of Gv when Tv 8plita in a tamely rami
fied ext'ensio~ of Ky and ev satisfies certaln regulari ty
conditions.lt 18 expec.ted that f8Y~ 9ccurs in the space of'
automorphic hJ:DlB of G(xa,) if e i8 a nregu1ar~ charac'ter .

o.f: T(Ka)/T(K) •

R. BERBDT : Kählers Modulformen eines arithmetiachen Körpers.

Let K be a field,finltely generated and of tr~scendence degree
n over ~ ,k the largest number field contained in K ,[k:~] = g,
and D the ring cf integers o_f.k.By means of the following notions

ve 'assocl~te to K two functions 'f'K(s) and "K(S) :
Let S denote rank one valuation. rings cf K and sts their
rings.of dlfferentlals,[Sd S] the image of J1s ~n JlK :;: JlsQ) K •

We defi~e. D(K) := ()[Sd S] ,the lntersection taken over all S of

finite' type over ~ .This .ia a graduated mOdule,D~(K) belng a·
finitely generated ~modu1e of rank gp (p = ~-genUB cf K).

. Jl Jl
Let V be a·complet~ regular model of K of finite type over k

.- g
and X an aBsoc"iated scheme.Then xe Spec ~ = R = V R with

v=1 v

n-dimensional compact complex-analytic manifolds'R •. v
Any differential W E D,(K) induces on R a holomorphic differen-

tial which i8 denoted by üV again.
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I. For n=g=1 there exis.ts an unique Riemann surface R of genus

P1 associated to K .Therefore we can define

'PK(S) =L.. 1 :for Re S > p+1

" .... ISa j IS
1'"

where the summation 1s done over" all inequivalerit systems of
retrosections ,and a j (j.= 1~ •• P1) runs through any system

ofgen~r~tors for D1(~). ~

This def'inition can be extended for g;=::1 , but not ta- the case n>1. _!
11. For ~1 we can attach to K

<PK(S} = . L .. 1 S

aEDn(K)1. f a: 1\ Ci12 '
R

and a 2n differential

for Re s > Png

r a"'ä

aElgK) 11 a 1\ äl~1

on R which in certain cases can be used to define~a KAhler metric.

F. Kirchheimer (Freiburg i. B.)
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